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Introduction
Plastic Bags are one of the most widely used items by consumers with
60,000 being used every five minutes, according to the EPA. However,
they have been a environmental hazard since their creation in the
1960s. Plastic bags are single-use and perpetuate the culture of using
once and disposing. They are made from the nonrenewable resource,
polyethylene. Also, plastic bags cannot be recycled at home; they must
be taken to a special facility making the recycling process difficult. As a
result, many jurisdictions around the world have attempted to ban the
single-use plastic bag from grocery stores. This project analyzes the
choice between a plastic bag ban or fee and the California bag ban and,
after looking at the severity of the problem and political aspects of California and Minnesota, I recommend that a plastic bag ban would be
more effective for Minnesota and would require more consumer support for its passing.

Minnesota Bag Ban
A plastic bag ban for Minnesota would do a better job of successfully removing plastic bags from the environment and further protect the
many lakes in the state. A ban is more effective because the concept of
a fee creates panic over paying more money each time consumers go to
the store. As seen in the figure below, it seems as though Minnesota is
more conservative than California. However, the majority of the population lies in the areas of blue. This is one reason why the Twin Cities
were able to pass a plastic bag ban to be enacted in April of 2017.

Figure 1: Map by author with data from www.calrecycle.com

Map showing the widespread use of the plastic bag ban in Cali-

California Bag Ban
San Francisco was the first city to start the bag ban in 2007. After San
Francisco, other cities followed at a rapid pace. These cities only required
support from the local consumers to bring the ban to the city councils then
support from the local grocery stores to get it passed. It was not able to get
passed through the state senate due to opposition from the “Save the Plastic
Bag” Coalition. However, each city has the option to try and pass a ban if
they so choose.
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Maps from Politico.com on March 15, 2017

This image shows the amount of plastic bags collected by four college
students in the span of one year.
Opposition to Plastic Bag Ban
Who opposes a bag ban?


“Save the Plastic Bag” Coalition



Other plastic bag manufacturers



Some grocery stores
Picture from: reusablebags.typepad.com

Why oppose a bag ban?


Expensive for factories to switch to making reusable bags



Cost more money for grocery stores to buy reusable bags than plastic bags

Conclusion
Even with the seeming political differences in the maps above, Minnesota is progressive in an environmental way similarly to California.
Therefore, a plastic bag ban should be as impactful in Minnesota as it
was in California. California started seeing more cities adopt a plastic
bag ban after San Francisco started the trend. Given the newly implemented bag ban in the Twin Cities, it is possible for the rest of the state
to follow suit. Consumer opposition is low while opposition in manufacturers is high. In order for Minnesota to pass a state wide ban, there
would need to be higher support from both consumers, grocery stores,
and bag manufacturers

